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Abstract—This paper considers the problem of providing
quality-of-protection (QoP) classes and improving the failure-re-
covery time performance in dense wavelength-division-multi-
plexing (DWDM) networks that use mesh-based path restoration
schemes with capacity sharing. We focus on the signaling process
required for reconfiguring the nodes along the preplanned restora-
tion paths, and propose a novel approach for reducing the restora-
tion time and meeting the QoP requirements by coordinating
the setup procedures for the backup paths through scheduling.
We present priority-based online scheduling algorithms that are
amenable to distributed implementation for the problems of: 1)
minimizing the worst case restoration time and 2) maximizing the
number of connections that meet their QoP-class-specific restora-
tion time deadlines. We also present mixed-integer-linear-program
(MILP) formulations for both problems for comparison purposes.
The online scheduling methods that we propose use simple
connection and/or class-specific information and can be easily
implemented with minor modifications to the currently proposed
signaling protocols. We apply these methods to signaling protocols
that require cross-connect configurations at different nodes to be
done in sequence as in the current generalized multiprotocol label
switching specification, as well as signaling protocols that allow
cross-connect configurations to be done in parallel. It is shown that
in both cases, significant performance improvements are achiev-
able through scheduling in terms of both the QoP grades that
can be supported and the restoration times, with both the MILP
solutions and the heuristics. The improvement in restoration time
and restorability through our heuristics can be quite high (e.g.,
increase from a network restorability performance of 40% to a
network restorability of 88%, and a 12% reduction in worst case
restoration time).

Index Terms—Dense wavelength-division multiplexing
(DWDM), generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS),
mesh restoration, message scheduling, mixed-integer-linear pro-
gram (MILP), optical cross-connects (OXCs), optical networks,
quality-of-protection, quality-of-service, restorability, revenue
maximization, signaling, survivability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper considers a circuit-switched wavelength-di-
vision-multiplexed (WDM) network that provides static

lightpaths to higher layer client networks. These lightpaths
serve as high-capacity virtual links for the client networks. It
is widely recognized that optical networks will likely serve
various classes of traffic with different quality-of-protection
(QoP) requirements from the optical layer [4], [5] due to the
variety of client networks running on top of the optical layer,
and their restoration mechanisms.

There has been a significant amount of work on routing and
capacity assignment in optical networks with multiple protec-
tion classes, with various goals such as meeting a prespeci-
fied probability of restoration, minimizing blocking probability,
and maximizing revenue [4]–[8]. In this paper, we consider the
problem of providing differentiated restoration services in terms
of the restoration time in mesh WDM networks with capacity
sharing, and introduce the concept of using control-message
scheduling for this purpose. Our work differs from earlier QoP
studies in optical networks in that we focus on the restoration
time requirements rather than the capacity assignment aspect of
the problem. The problem of providing differentiated services in
terms of the restoration times was also considered in [9], where
each connection belonged to one of the following classes de-
pending on the maximum restoration time allowed: platinum
for fastest restoration (50 ms), gold (50–100 ms), and silver
(1–10 s) excluding propagation delays. The authors proposed
using dedicated protection for connections in the platinum QoP
class, shared protection using a logical ring for gold QoP, and
shared mesh protection for silver QoP. Our work differs from
[9] in that we use only shared mesh protection schemes, which
have better capacity efficiency, and provide the QoP classes
using control message scheduling. It is worth pointing out that
our proposed control message scheduling strategy may be used
with any shared protection mechanism, for example, the mech-
anism used in [9] for the silver class to further improve the
performance.

A. Motivation and Contributions

In restoration methods with capacity sharing, the backup
paths need to be set up in the event of a failure through a sig-
naling procedure, even when the backup paths are completely
preplanned. While there are some differences among the var-
ious signaling protocols proposed in the literature [10]–[14],
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Fig. 1. Node and link model for restoration signaling.

the rerouting procedure generally involves sending a restora-
tion message along the restoration path and reconfiguring the
optical cross-connects (OXCs) along the path. Since a dense
wavelength-division-multiplexing (DWDM) link may carry up
to hundreds of lightpaths, a single failure may affect a large
number of connections, and many restoration messages and
OXC configuration commands may need to be processed at
the network nodes. This introduces queueing delays, which
may be a significant component of the restoration time [15],
[16]. More importantly, these queueing delays may make it
difficult to provide restoration time guarantees to connections
that have predetermined restoration time requirements. Such
requirements may arise simply because a higher layer network
completely relies on the optical layer for restoration and wishes
to provide guaranteed levels of availability to its customers.
On the other extreme, it may also arise in order to prevent
race conditions, when a client network also has a protection
mechanism and the optical layer needs to restore the lightpath
in time before the higher layer restoration mechanisms are
triggered. In this paper, we propose the coordination of the
rerouting process among connections that fail simultaneously,
in order to optimize the failure recovery time and provide QoP
classes. Significantly, the current signaling protocols do not
consider scheduling the control messages, and assume that
these messages are processed according to first-in-first-out
(FIFO) service discipline.

In this paper, we first show that the restoration times for var-
ious signaling protocols can be reduced significantly through
control-message scheduling, i.e., by coordinating the rerouting
process among connections that fail simultaneously. For
this purpose, we first present maximum-remaining-time-first
(MRTF), a scheduling algorithm designed with the specific
goal of optimizing the worst case restoration time performance.
We also present a mixed-integer-linear-program (MILP) for-
mulation of the problem for comparison purposes. We will see,
for example, that a 30% improvement is possible with optimal
scheduling of control messages, and a simple heuristic can
achieve up to 12% reduction in worst case restoration time.
We then consider the problem of supporting different QoP
classes with different restoration speed requirements. We pro-
pose a new control-message scheduling algorithm, FIFO with

class-information (FIFO-CI), as well as an MILP formulation
for supporting QoP classes with different restoration deadlines.
We will show, for example, that it is possible to restore up
to 88% of the connections of a high-priority class in time, as
opposed to 40% without using control-message scheduling.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the restoration architecture and the signaling proto-
cols considered in this paper. In Section III, we focus on the
problem of optimizing the restoration time and propose an on-
line scheduling algorithm to improve the worst case restoration
time. Example MILP solutions and numerical performance
studies of the heuristic are presented. In Section IV, we focus on
the problem of maximizing the restorability (the proportion of
connections that are restored in time) of connections belonging
to various QoP classes with different restoration deadlines. An
online scheduling algorithm is presented, as well as numerical
results for performance evaluation. Section V concludes the
paper. The MILP formulations for optimizing the restoration
time and the restorability are given in the Appendix.

II. RESTORATION ARCHITECTURE AND SIGNALING

We assume that the network has an operations, administra-
tion, and maintenance (OAM) channel dedicated for exchanging
control messages for signaling. The OAM channel is termi-
nated at every node and the control messages are processed elec-
tronically. We assume a generic node model that includes the
units shown in Fig. 1, based on the model presented in [10]:
a message receiver, a message processor, a cross-connect con-
troller, and the cross-connect (switch) fabric. The message re-
ceiver unit is responsible for receiving messages, determining
the message type, and forwarding them to the message pro-
cessor. The message processor is the algorithm logic of the node.
It can access/change the records regarding the availability of
the wavelengths on the links originating from the node. It also
has an interface to the cross-connect controller, which controls
the cross-connect fabric. When the cross-connect configuration
needs to be changed, a cross-connect command is issued to the
cross-connect controller. Each cross-connect controller, mes-
sage processor, and message receiver acts as a queue with a de-
terministic service time, and has a buffer to store multiple mes-
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sages/commands if it receives new messages while still handling
other messages.

We note that the architecture of an arbitrary OXC is not re-
stricted to the model used in this paper. The various components
in our node architecture are generic ones, and most node archi-
tectures can be made to “fit” our model by choosing the com-
ponent parameters (such as the message processor service time)
appropriately.

Several signaling protocols have been proposed for path
restoration in mesh networks in the literature [10]–[12], [15],
[17] as well as in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
drafts [13], [14]. We consider two broad categories of signaling
protocols. In signaling with OXC confirmation (WXC), as in
the current generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS)
specifications, a node may not send the connection setup mes-
sages to the next node along the path before the completion of
the OXC reconfiguration [11]. Alternatively, signaling without
OXC confirmation (WOXC) allows a node to forward the
control message to the next node without waiting for OXC
configuration. Such a method was proposed in [10] to expedite
restoration, and has been implemented with extensions to
GMPLS [18]. Similar approaches have also been considered in
[11], [14], and [15]. We describe a generic protocol for signaling
WOXC, and note that signaling WXC can be similarly done.
Note that these signaling protocols are similar to the extensions
to RSVP-TE proposed in [14], as well as the methods used
in [10]. We emphasize that the signaling protocols described
here are generic. Different signaling protocols will have slight
performance differences, and it is not our objective here to
investigate the performance of any single proposed standard
such as [11], [13], and [17]. Our main objective is to show
that control-message scheduling is an effective mechanism to
facilitate QoP in mesh networks that use path protection.

We assume that the predetermined restoration path and
wavelength for each connection are stored at the endpoints of
the connection. When a link on the service path of a connection
fails, the source node detects the failure when the loss of
signal (LOS) propagates to the source. After retrieving the
stored restoration path and wavelength, the source issues a
cross-connect command to its OXC controller to reconfigure
its switch fabric. Without waiting for the completion of this
command, it also sends a control message (set-path) to the next
node on the restoration path. Similarly, each intermediate node
that receives the set-path message issues an OXC command,
and simultaneously sends the set-path message to the next
node. The source switches to the restoration path when it first
detects the LOS. The destination switches to the restoration
path as soon as it receives the set-path message. Restoration is
completed when the last OXC configuration command along
the restoration path is executed.

III. OPTIMIZING RESTORATION TIME PERFORMANCE

THROUGH SCHEDULING

In this section, we focus on the problem of optimizing the
restoration time performance of the signaling protocols that we
described in Section II. It is possible to formulate the problem as
an MILP, which can be solved through commercial optimization

software. We present such an MILP formulation of the problem
for signaling without OXC confirmation in Appendix I. The for-
mulation can easily be adjusted for other signaling protocols
as well. However, the MILP turns out to require a substantial
amount of time to solve for large networks and/or when the
number of connections to be restored is large, and may thus not
be practical under dynamic traffic. Accordingly, we propose an
online scheduling heuristic, MRTF, to coordinate the restora-
tion signaling process without requiring any preplanning. This
algorithm can be easily implemented with slight modifications
to the current GMPLS proposals, or other signaling protocols
suggested in the literature. Moreover, it can also be used for
failure-independent restoration methods and for dynamic traffic
conditions, which is not the case for the MILP formulation given
in Appendix I. Note that the MRTF heuristic is not derived
from the MILP formulation, (e.g., by solving an integer-con-
straint-relaxed version of the MILP) but is an independent al-
gorithm that schedules control messages with the goal of min-
imizing the worst case restoration time. However, we will use
example MILP solutions in our numerical results for compar-
ison purposes.

A. Maximum-Remaining-Time-First (MRTF) Algorithm

As mentioned earlier, existing signaling protocols do not con-
sider control message scheduling and are assumed to use FIFO
scheduling to process the tasks at each unit. However, this may
be inefficient in terms of minimizing the overall restoration time.
In the following sections, we will demonstrate that the worst
case restoration time can be reduced significantly by allowing
network nodes to use other scheduling strategies. To this end,
we propose the maximum-remaining-time-first (MRTF) algo-
rithm to improve the worst case restoration time performance.
MRTF is an online scheduling algorithm that aims to optimize
the restoration time performance by giving priority to the tasks
belonging to connections that are further away from completing
the rerouting process. We describe the algorithm for failure-
independent restoration methods. Extension to methods with
failure-dependent restoration paths is straightforward.

In MRTF, as in ordinary failure-independent restoration, the
restoration path is stored at the source node of the connection.
When the LOS propagates to the source node, the source node
can compute the remaining processing time before the rerouting
for that connection can be completed, excluding the possible
queueing delays. For methods that do not wait for cross-con-
nect confirmation before forwarding the set-path message to the
next node, this will be equal to the sum of the message pro-
cessing times at each node on the path, message transmission
times and propagation delays on each link of the path, mes-
sage receiving times at each node except the source, and the
cross-connect configuration time at the destination node. Note
that all of these times are deterministic because the backup route
is completely preplanned. They also do not depend on the pro-
cessing times of other connections, as queueing delays are not
included. Therefore, MRTF can also be used in a dynamic traffic
scenario. For methods that wait for cross-connect confirmation,
the cross-connect configuration times at the source and the in-
termediate nodes need to be included as well. Similarly, when
an intermediate node receives a set-path message from the pre-
vious node, it also can compute the remaining processing time
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for that particular connection. One way to achieve this would be
to include the remaining time information in the set-path mes-
sage, and allow each node receiving the message to update this
information by subtracting from it the amount of processing that
has already been completed. The nodes may also compute this
information by simply looking at the restoration path informa-
tion, and calculating the time it would take to go through the
remaining part of the path.

In MRTF signaling, each unit at a node gives priority to
connections that have the highest remaining time, rather than
serving the tasks waiting in the queue in a FIFO fashion.
This can be done without requiring any major additions to the
node/restoration architecture. The remaining time information
for the given connection can be updated at the completion
of each task. Thus, MRTF can be easily implemented with
minimal modification to the currently proposed restoration
signaling methods, such as the GMPLS extensions for restora-
tion [13], [14]. Note that we propose MRTF only to improve
a particular performance measure, worst case restoration time.
Optimizing the worst case restoration time is similar to opti-
mizing the makespan in a traditional job scheduling problem,
and MRTF is inspired by a commonly used scheduling algo-
rithm to improve makespan. Other scheduling algorithms can
be used for other performance measures. For example, when the
goal is to optimize the average restoration time, a scheduling
algorithm that processes messages belonging to connections
with the minimum (as opposed to maximum) remaining time
first could be used. Note also that MRTF is not unresponsive
to the queueing delays. Since the remaining processing time
for each connection is updated as the message goes through
each intermediate node, a connection that initially had a low
remaining time but was delayed excessively due to queueing
may be processed earlier in the remaining intermediate nodes.

B. Numerical Results

We have applied the MRTF algorithm to signaling proto-
cols that wait for cross-connect confirmation, as well as those
that do not wait for cross-connect confirmation. In this sec-
tion, we present numerical results demonstrating the failure-re-
covery time performance using these signaling protocols. We
first present the solutions obtained through the MILP formula-
tion in representative problem instances for comparison with the
simulation results.

We have developed a network of queues model to simulate
the signaling protocols for different restoration methods [15].
The node and link models shown in Fig. 1 form the basis of our
simulation model. Each message processor, message receiver,
cross-connect controller unit, and link is represented as a queue
with a deterministic service time, as in [10], [15], and [16].
The service rates at which jobs are processed at each of these
queues, as well as the physical length of each link in the net-
work, are input parameters to the model. These are the message
processing rate ( messages/second), message receiving rate
( messages/s), cross-connect configuration rate ( cross-con-
nects/s), message transmission rate ( messages/s), and link
length ( km). Simulations for signaling protocols that do not
use scheduling are performed by treating each unit as a FIFO
queue. For signaling protocols using the MRTF algorithm, we
assume that each unit (except the message receiver) along the

Fig. 2. Arpanet topology used as a test network.

Fig. 3. National Network.

restoration path has access to the remaining processing time cor-
responding to each task in its queue, and processes the message
belonging to the connection with the highest remaining time
first. In our simulations, we assume that the control network has
the same topology as the optical network, although other con-
trol network topologies are possible.

We have simulated these algorithms with randomly generated
connection sets, where each source-destination pair is equally
likely to be in the connection set. For a given set of connections,
we compute the restoration time for each connection for each
link failure, and record the worst case restoration time over all
failures. For a given number of connections , the experiment
is repeated over 100 connection sets with the given , and the
worst case restoration time for each of these sets is averaged. We
use two test topologies: the Arpanet (20 nodes, 32 links) shown
in Fig. 2, and the National Network (24 nodes, 44 links) shown
in Fig. 3. We use two different sets of parameters in our simu-
lations. The parameters used in the first set are

and . This as-
sumes a relatively small OXC configuration time (1 ms) and
message processing time. In the second set of parameters, we
set , corresponding to a configuration time of 10 ms,
and . These parameter sets are in line with the values
reported in the literature, as well as the expected range of values
that can be achieved with today’s technology [10], [11], [18].
We have not varied the transmission rate, since the restoration
time is dominated by the cross-connect configuration and elec-
tronic processing of the restoration messages, which are much
slower. A detailed study of the effects of these parameters on
the restoration time can be found in [16]. In this section, we
only consider failure-dependent restoration, since the signaling
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TABLE I
RESTORATION TIME WITH MILP SOLUTION, AND SIMULATIONS

IN NATIONAL NETWORK AND IN ARPANET WITH PARAMETER

SET 1 AND OXC CONFIRMATION

for failure-independent restoration is identical except for the
starting times for restoration. For simplicity, we use minimum
hop routing for service path selection, and edge-disjoint min-
imum hop routing for restoration path selection as in [15].

1) Example MILP Solutions: We have used ILOG CPLEX
7.1 to solve the MILP problem. Due to time limitations in
solving the problem, we have obtained the optimal solutions
for five different sets for each test network, and analyzed the
restoration time for each possible failure in detail. Note that
the formulation of the MILP makes it possible to consider each
link failure separately. For each network, the values reported
below are the averages over these five connection sets.

Table I summarizes the restoration time with and without
MRTF, as well as the optimal restoration time obtained
by CPLEX for our test networks. We used signaling with
cross-connect confirmation with parameter set 1 for these
results.

We observe that the MILP solution provides significantly
faster restoration than FIFO. In National Network, the worst
case restoration time can be reduced from an average of 56.01
to 39.04 ms, whereas in Arpanet it can be reduced from 41.77
to 33.91 ms. This demonstrates the potential importance of
control-message scheduling in optimizing restoration times. We
further note that MRTF is also useful in reducing the restoration
times. In particular, for the National Network, MRTF can
provide about 10% reduction in restoration time. Given the
simplicity and implementation advantages of MRTF over the
MILP solution, these reductions are significant.

2) Performance Evaluation of MRTF: We first look at the
worst case restoration time performances for methods without
cross-connect confirmation (WOXC). Table II shows the
restoration time performances of FIFO and MRTF with various
parameter sets and signaling options for National Network. We
observe that for parameter set 1 MRTF provides significant
reductions in the restoration time over a wide range of : the
percentage reduction in worst case restoration time through
MRTF is more than 10% for all .

Table III shows similar results for the Arpanet topology. We
observe that the reduction in restoration time through MRTF is
not as much as in the National Network, but is still significant,
reaching about 10.9% for .

It is known that cross-connect configuration times may be as
high as 5–10 ms for MEMS based switches [18]. We next use
parameter set 2, corresponding to the extreme case of 10-ms
OXC configuration time, and , to see the perfor-
mance of the algorithms under very slow OXC reconfiguration.
Tables II and III show that in both networks, the performance
with and without MRTF is very similar for parameter set 2 when
there is no waiting for XC confirmation. Note that when we

TABLE II
RESTORATION TIME PERFORMANCE WITH FIFO AND MRTF FOR VARIOUS

PARAMETER SETS AND SIGNALING OPTIONS IN NATIONAL NETWORK

TABLE III
RESTORATION TIME PERFORMANCE WITH FIFO AND MRTF FOR VARIOUS

PARAMETER SETS AND SIGNALING OPTIONS IN ARPANET

allow forwarding the setup messages along the restoration path
without waiting for cross-connect confirmation, cross-connect
reconfigurations at different nodes can proceed in parallel,
reducing their contribution to the end-to-end queueing delay.
Moreover, when the cross-connect times are significantly
higher than the message forwarding and processing times, the
restoration time is strongly dominated by the cross-connect
time [16], reducing the potential benefits of giving priority
to connections that need to go through a larger number of
hops as in MRTF. This, however, does not hold for signaling
methods with cross-connect confirmation. We will also see in
the following sections that this observation will not hold when
we consider the QoP requirements for individual connections.
In that case, control-message scheduling will turn out to be
useful even with slow OXC configuration.

We next consider signaling methods with cross-connect con-
firmation (WXC). Table II shows that reduction in restoration
time through MRTF remains high for the National Network for
such signaling protocols as well. We observe that the MRTF al-
gorithm reduces the restoration time significantly for all values
of . For example, when , MRTF reduces the restora-
tion time by about 12%. Similar observations can be made for
the Arpanet topology, where the savings reach up to 9.5% with
parameter set 1 (see Table III). Tables II and III show similar re-
sults for parameter set 2, as well. Unlike the case for signaling
without OXC confirmation with the same parameter set, we ob-
serve that MRTF provides significant restoration time reduc-
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Fig. 4. Effect of the MRTF message-sorting time on restoration time in
Arpanet, with parameter set 1, and signaling WXC.

tions. In this case, the savings in restoration time vary between
6.45% and 10.23% for National Network, and between 4.7%
and 8% for Arpanet.

The results presented so far assume that there is no additional
time penalty for using MRTF, i.e., for sorting the messages
based on the remaining processing time. This sorting process
may impose an additional time penalty, which may impact
the performance benefits we have observed. In order to assess
the impact of this time penalty, we have increased the mes-
sage-receiving time for MRTF (which is assumed to include
the message sorting time) over a reasonably wide range, while
keeping the other parameters the same. Fig. 4 shows the worst
case restoration time in Arpanet as message-receiving time
varies between 0.2 and 1 ms for MRTF. Restoration time
with FIFO is also shown as a baseline, with the original mes-
sage-receiving time of 0.1 ms. We observe that for ,
MRTF continues to outperform FIFO even when the message
receive time is increased up to 1 ms, i.e., an order of magnitude
larger than the FIFO message receiving time. When ,
MRTF outperforms FIFO over a wide range (up to 0.6 ms), but
performs worse when the time penalty for sorting in MRTF is
increased further.

We have shown in this section that control-message sched-
uling can provide significant improvements in the restoration
time performance of shared path-protected mesh networks. We
will next focus on the problem of maximizing the restorability
performance in networks providing QoP classes. We will pro-
ceed to show that control-message scheduling can be an effec-
tive means of providing QoP classes.

IV. PROVIDING QOP CLASSES THROUGH CONTROL

MESSAGE SCHEDULING

In this section, we focus on the problem of satisfying the
restorability requirements for various QoP classes. Note that our
goal in this section is completely different from the goal in the
previous section, i.e., minimizing the worst case (or average)
restoration time. Thus, the problem formulation and the sched-

uling algorithms we describe here are independent of the ones in
the earlier sections. In the context of meeting the restorability re-
quirements for various QoP classes, the optimization goal may
be the maximization of total revenue by giving different QoP
classes different weights. In Appendix II, we present an MILP
formulation for maximizing the revenue given as a weighted
number of connections that meet their QoP restoration time re-
quirements. We propose an online scheduling heuristic based on
class information, which is amenable to distributed implemen-
tation. Sample MILP solutions and simulation results are also
presented.

A. Optimizing Restorability

We assume that each connection is given a prespecified dead-
line to complete the restoration. This deadline may be either
determined on a connection-by-connection basis, or it may be
a class-specific parameter. When QoP classes are assumed, we
define the following two performance metrics for each class:
connection restorability and network restorability. Connection
restorability for a given class is the probability that a randomly
chosen connection in that class can be restored within its dead-
line for any failure. Let us say that a particular connection is re-
storable if it can be restored within its deadline for all failures.
Then, if the connection restorability for a class is , then a frac-
tion of the total number of connections in that class are restor-
able. On the other hand, network restorability for a given class
is defined as the probability that a randomly chosen connection
in that class can be restored within its deadline when a random
link failure occurs. Let us define to be 1 if a connection

cannot be restored within its deadline when link fails, and
, where Platinum Gold Silver , to be the number

of connections in QoP Class . Let be the number of
connections in Class that fail when failure occurs. Then,
connection restorability (C.R.) and network restorability (N.R.)
for QoP Class can be defined as

Connection Restorability

Network Restorability

In Appendix II, we present an MILP formulation, which min-
imizes the weighted number of failed connections that cannot
be restored within their deadlines. This is equivalent to maxi-
mizing the average network restorability (over all classes) if the
weights are set to 1. Let be the weight representing the loss
of revenue by not meeting the deadline for connection . Then
the goal of the MILP is to minimize the total penalty function

Minimize

Similarly, an MILP formulation for optimizing connection
restorability could be obtained with the objective function

Minimize

However, these MILP formulations are not amenable to dis-
tributed implementation. Hence, we propose a simple online
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scheduling algorithm for supporting QoP classes in the fol-
lowing, and use the MILPs only for comparison purposes.

B. Online QoP Scheduling Algorithms

We earlier described the MRTF heuristic as a means of re-
ducing the restoration time performance, ignoring the QoP re-
quirements. However, in a more practical scenario, it would be
more important to ensure that connections meet their individual
QoP deadlines, rather than optimizing the worst case restora-
tion time among all connections. We now describe FIFO-CI as
a means of providing QoP classes.

FIFO-CI attempts to improve the restorability performances
by allowing each node along the restoration path to serve higher
priority connection messages first. The control message (set-
path) sent from the source node to the destination along the
restoration path carries the deadline information for the connec-
tion either explicitly, or implicitly as part of the class-informa-
tion. For example, the header of the packet may carry the class
information that the connection belongs to. Each unit along the
restoration path that receives a set-path message first checks
the remaining processing time (excluding queueing time as in
MRTF earlier) to complete the restoration for that connection.
Note that this processing time can be easily computed since the
set-path message contains the restoration path information. If
the node determines that it is not possible to restore the connec-
tion within its deadline based on the arrival time of the message
to the node and the remaining processing time required, then the
message is discarded in order not to delay the connections that
do have a chance of meeting their deadlines. All the other mes-
sages are processed according to their class information, with
higher class connections receiving higher priority in service.
Note that messages within a class are processed in FIFO order;
hence the name FIFO-CI. Thus, FIFO-CI can be implemented
easily in a distributed fashion with various signaling protocols.
We will refer to signaling schemes that do not use such deadline
or class information as non-CI (NCI).

Note that while it is possible to combine MRTF and CI (thus
giving priority to connections with larger remaining processing
times among connections in the same class), this approach may
not be particularly useful in improving the restorability. MRTF
aims to optimize the restoration time by allowing messages for
connections with longer restoration paths to be processed first.
While we observed that this was useful in optimizing the restora-
tion times, giving priority to connections with longer restoration
paths may make many other connections miss their deadlines.
We have indeed observed this phenomenon in our experiments,
resulting in comparable or even marginally lower restorabilities
than FIFO-CI. Therefore, results for the algorithm combining
MRTF and CI (MRTF-CI) will not be presented in this paper.

C. Numerical Results on QoP Performance

We now evaluate the QoP restorability performances of the
various algorithms. We first give example MILP solutions for a
small number of connections, and then present simulation re-
sults for various and parameter sets. Throughout this sec-
tion, we assume that each connection belongs to one of the three
restoration classes used in [9]: platinum, gold, and silver, with
restoration times (excluding the propagation delays) equal to

TABLE IV
RESTORABILITY WITH MILP SOLUTION AND SIMULATIONS IN NATIONAL

NETWORK WITH 100 CONNECTIONS, PARAMETER SET 2, AND

SIGNALING WITHOUT OXC

TABLE V
RESTORABILITY WITH MILP SOLUTION AND SIMULATIONS IN ARPANET WITH

60 CONNECTIONS, PARAMETER SET 2, AND SIGNALING WITHOUT OXC

50 ms, 100 ms and 1 s. Connection sets were generated ran-
domly as in the previous sections, with each connection likely
to be in Platinum, Gold, and Silver Classes with probabilities
of 0.25, 0.25, and 0.5, respectively. We use the same parameter
sets (parameter set 1 and parameter set 2) as in Section III-B.

1) Example MILP Solutions: We first present the solutions
obtained through the MILP formulation over representative
problem instances, and compare them with the simulation
results. We set the weights for the penalty function to 1 in our
objective function, so the goal is to maximize the number of
connections that meet their deadline (network restorability).
For each topology, the results presented in this section are the
averages over the solutions obtained for five different connec-
tion sets.

Table IV summarizes the connection and the network restora-
bility performances of various algorithms as well as the MILP
solution for the National Network, with parameter set 2, and
signaling WOXC. Throughout this section, the results for Silver
connections will not be shown, since they have 100% restora-
bility for all methods. We observe that the MILP solution can
provide a major increase in Platinum performance over FIFO-
NCI: Platinum NR increases from 45.61% to 93.61%, and Plat-
inum CR increases from 26.71% to 83.32% with the MILP solu-
tion. We also note that significant improvements over FIFO-NCI
are also achievable by the online scheduling heuristic that uses
class information (FIFO-CI). Similar observations can be made
in Table V for the Arpanet topology, with parameter set 2 and
no OXC confirmation.

2) QoP Restorability Performance Evaluation: Fig. 5(a)–(b)
summarizes the network and connection restorability
performances of FIFO-NCI and FIFO-CI in Arpanet
for signaling WOXC, using parameter set 2. FIFO-CI
provides major restorability improvements for both Platinum
and Gold for parameter set 2. For , network
restorability for Platinum increases from 70.5% to 97.2%, and
connection restorability increases from 53.6% to 93.8%. For

, network restorability for Platinum increases from
16.1% to 66.9%, while network restorability for Gold
increases from 55.14% to 76.86%. For parameter set 1,
restorability performances with FIFO-NCI were already
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Fig. 5. Restorability in Arpanet for signaling without OXC confirmation with
parameter set 2. (a) Platinum. (b) Gold.

100% leaving no room for improvement, so the results
for this case are not shown here.

Similar observations hold for National Network, as well. For
parameter set 1, most of Platinum and Gold connections already
meet their deadlines with FIFO, so there is no room for addi-
tional improvement through CI (not shown). However, we ob-
served major increases in the QoP grades that can be supported
through CI with parameter set 2. In particular, for the case of

, connection and network restorability for Platinum
connections can be increased from 12.95% to 54.25%, and from
19.61% to 66.64%, respectively, by employing FIFO-CI (not
shown). QoP improvements are also significant for Gold when
parameter set 2 is used. In this case, Gold network and con-
nection restorability with FIFO-CI are 82.53% and 67.79% for

, as opposed to 64.92% and 51.81% for FIFO-NCI
(Fig. 6).

We next consider the performances of FIFO-NCI and
FIFO-CI when cross-connect confirmation (XC) is required.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the restorability results for the National

Fig. 6. Gold restorability in National Network for signaling without OXC
confirmation with parameter set 2.

Fig. 7. Platinum restorability in National Network for signaling with OXC
confirmation with parameter set 1.

Network. We observe that the improvements through CI are
significant for signaling with XC as well. For example, for

and parameter set 1, platinum connection restorability
performance is 99.75% for FIFO-CI, as opposed to 79.02%
for FIFO-NCI in National Network. However, we observed
that under parameter set 2, which has very slow OXC con-
figuration (10 ms), Platinum restoration time deadlines could
not be achieved even with the use of FIFO-CI. This is mainly
due to the sequential OXC configuration requirement, which
makes 50-ms restoration targets unrealistic under slow OXC
configuration. Gold connections benefit from FIFO-CI with
this parameter set, with gold NR increasing from 21.82% to
37.94% for (Fig. 8).

Figs. 9–10 show similar results for Arpanet. In Arpanet,
FIFO-CI is useful for improving the QoP performances for
Platinum under parameter set 1, but not for Gold connections
that already meet their deadline even without CI information.
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Fig. 8. Gold restorability in National Network for signaling with OXC
confirmation with parameter set 2.

Fig. 9. Platinum restorability in Arpanet for signaling with OXC confirmation
with parameter set 1.

When parameter set 2 is used, the restorability for Gold con-
nections can be improved significantly through CI: network
restorability increases from 39.8% to 49% for . How-
ever, for this parameter set, Platinum restoration deadlines
cannot be achieved even through FIFO-CI.

Note that the restorability for Silver connections remained
100% in all of our simulations, while the restorability for Gold
and Platinum connections either improved or remained the
same. Thus, the improvements for Gold and Platinum connec-
tions were achieved without compromising the restorability
of the Silver connections, and the overall restorability for all
connections increased for all cases.

The results presented so far assume that there is no additional
time penalty for using CI, i.e., for using a priority queue, in-
stead of a FIFO queue. However, the prioritization may itself
impose a time penalty, and one would be curious to know if
the benefits we have seen so far continue to hold. In order to

Fig. 10. Gold restorability in Arpanet for signaling with OXC confirmation
with parameter set 2.

assess the impact of this time penalty, we increased the mes-
sage-receiving time for FIFO-CI (which is assumed to include
the possible priority queue penalty) over a wide range while
keeping the other parameters the same. Similar to our obser-
vations on the effect of sorting time penalty on MRTF, prior-
itization time had little effect on the performance of FIFO-CI
even in the case of reasonably high time penalties for prioritiza-
tion (results not shown). In all experiments, we observed that CI
outperformed NCI in almost all cases, with exceptions in only a
few data points. Note also that prioritization is a simple process,
and is unlikely to approach the message processing time under
normal circumstances.

We have also implemented the well-known hold-timer
method which, among many other applications, has been
used in multilayer restoration escalation strategies [19]. In the
hold-timer (HT) method, as applied to optical layer restoration,
connections in the Gold class wait for gold hold-time, and the
connections in the Silver class wait for silver hold-time (with
silver hold time greater than gold hold time) before they start
restoration signaling. Restoration messages are still processed
using FIFO. Thus, the higher priority connections can be re-
stored without competition with lower class connections while
they are holding. In our implementation, we have used a silver
hold-time of 100 ms, and a gold hold-time of 50 ms. In Arpanet,
we observed that gold NR and platinum NR were 100% for both
hold-timer and FIFO-CI for parameter set 1, under signaling
WXC and WOXC (not shown). Under parameter set 2 and
signaling WXC, Platinum connections had 0% restorability
with both methods. However there is a significant performance
gap between the Gold performances of the two methods, since
the Gold connections cannot meet their deadline due to the
holding time, whereas FIFO-CI allows gold connections to
compete for restoration without any holding time. For example,
for , gold NR is about 50% for FIFO-CI, versus 0% for
HT [Fig. 11(a)]. FIFO-CI results in better Gold NR and CR than
HT for parameter set 2, signaling WOXC as well [Fig. 11(b)].
However, HT results in better platinum restorability in this case
(Fig. 12). We note, however that the relative performances of
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Fig. 11. Gold restorability in Arpanet with hold-timer, FIFO-CI, and FIFO
with parameter set 2. (a) Signaling with OXC. (b) Signaling without OXC.

Fig. 12. Platinum restorability in Arpanet with hold-timer, FIFO-CI, and FIFO
for signaling without OXC confirmation with parameter set 2.

TABLE VI
RESTORABILITY FOR HT, FIFO-CI, AND FIFO-NCI IN ARPANET

WITH 180 CONNECTIONS, PARAMETER SET 2, AND

SIGNALING WITHOUT OXC CONFIRMATION

HT and FIFO-CI depend on the traffic mix. To explore this
further, we have performed experiments over 180-connection
traffic patterns consisting of 25% Platinum connections and
75% Gold connections. Table VI shows the restorability for
FIFO-CI, HT, and FIFO for parameter set 2, signaling WOXC.
As we can see, CI has a much higher Gold NR and CR than HT.
Gold NR with CI (57.79%) is about 25% greater than that with
HT (32.27%). While HT gives higher platinum NR (81.17%
versus 72.90%), the improvement in Platinum performance
is not as significant as the degradation in Gold performance.
Note also that the number of Gold connections in the mix is
three times the Platinum connections, which further favors
FIFO-CI over HT from the revenue perspective. We also note
that FIFO-CI leads to about 50% increase in Platinum NR
compared with FIFO-NCI, while suffering only 7% decrease in
Gold NR.

V. CONCLUSION

Mesh-based optical restoration schemes will be important for
reaping the full benefits of DWDM. This paper has presented a
novel approach for providing QoP classes by coordinating the
reconfiguration procedures for the backup paths through sched-
uling. We have presented MILPs, which can be used as part of
the restoration planning to generate schedules for restoration
signaling and reconfiguration that optimize the restorability
performances of various QoP classes, or for restoration times.
These schedules can be implemented in a distributed fashion in
the event of a failure at a cost of increased signaling complexity
and storage. However, MILPs take a significant amount of
time to solve and are certainly impractical in dynamic traffic
scenarios. Therefore, we have also proposed online scheduling
algorithms, MRTF and FIFO-CI, which do not require any
off-line schedule computation, and can be implemented with
minor modifications to the restoration signaling protocols
proposed in the literature and the IETF drafts. We have applied
MRTF and FIFO-CI to different signaling protocols similar
to the existing proposals, and observed that the performance
improvements through these algorithms can be very significant.
FIFO-CI can increase the platinum restorability performances
from 40% to 88% [with parameter set 2 and signaling WOXC,
see Fig. 5(a)], and MRTF can reduce the worst case restoration
time by up to 12%. These performance improvements are
significant considering the implementation simplicity of these
algorithms. Obtaining an analytical framework for restorability
performances of various QoP classes and the failure recovery
time is an important and interesting problem for future work.
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APPENDIX I
MILP FORMULATION FOR OPTIMIZING THE RESTORATION TIME

We provide an MILP formulation of the problem of opti-
mizing the restoration time in the case of signaling without
OXC confirmation. Failure-dependent restoration is assumed.
We first formulate the problem within the framework of sched-
uling, and then obtain the corresponding MILP formulation
using a transformation of variables. We use the following
notation: Let be
the set of nodes along the restoration path used for connection

when link fails, where denotes the number of hops on
the path. Let denote the time it takes to process a
task in the message receiver, message processor, cross-connect
controller, and link transmission units, respectively. Similarly,
we will use the lower case letters to denote the time a
given task starts being processed in the corresponding unit. For
example, denotes the time at which the cross-connect
task on the th node of the restoration path for connection
starts, and denotes the starting time for the transmission
from node to . Let be the propagation delay on each
link, and be the time at which the failure-notification mes-
sage reaches the source node of connection , when link fails.
The problem can be formulated as an optimization problem as
follows. We use to denote the worst case restoration time
over all connections and all failures. Formulations to optimize
other performance measures, such as the average restoration
time, can also be obtained with minor modifications.

Minimize

subject to: For every failure scenario , and every connection
affected by failure ,

Constraint Set 1. Constraints regarding the sequence of the
tasks, and the variable used for the objective function

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Constraint Set 2. Disjunctive constraints to ensure that each
unit can process at most one task at any time:

For every with

or

(7)

or

(8)

For every with , and

or

(9)

For every with , and

or

(10)

In the formulation given above, the first set of constraints de-
termines the sequence of events that need to take place for the
restoration to be completed. Inequality (1) states that the ini-
tial processing at the source node for the rerouting can be done
only after the failure-notification message arrives at the source
node. At all other nodes, message receiving starts only after the
set-path message transmitted by the previous node arrives [in-
equality (2)],1 and message processing can start only after the
message receiving task is completed (inequality (3)]. At each
node, message transmission to the next node and cross-connect
reconfiguration start only after the message processing is com-
plete, as described by inequalities (4) and (5). Constraint (6)
simply states that restoration time is greater than the comple-
tion time of each cross-connect reconfiguration task. The second
set of constraints (disjunctive constraints) impose the condition
that each unit at a node can process at most one task at a given
time. Thus, if two connections use the same node or link
along the restoration path, the tasks belonging to these connec-
tions have to be processed at nonoverlapping time intervals at
each common unit they have to go through. Each such require-
ment can be imposed by a disjunctive constraint, which states
that either the task for needs to be completed before the one
for starts, or vice versa.

The formulation given above is not a mixed integer-linear
program due to the disjunctive constraints. We next use a trans-
formation given in [20], which replaces each disjunctive con-
straint with a pair of linear-integer constraints, to convert the
formulation to a mixed integer-linear program. For each dis-
junctive constraint given above involving connections and

at a particular unit, a new binary variable is introduced. This
variable takes the value one if the task belonging to connection

is processed before the task belonging to connection , and
it takes the value 0 otherwise. With these transformations, the
set of disjunctive constraints given above can be replaced with
the following constraints, completing the MILP formulation.

Constraint Set 2’. Replacement for disjunctive constraints
for the MILP:

For every with

(11)

1This assumes that scheduling is also possible at the message receiver, which
is not an assumption we make in the online algorithms that we propose later.
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(12)

For every with , and

(13)

For every with , and

(14)

(15)

In the formulation above, refers to the additional variable
introduced for message processing tasks belonging to and
at their common node, refers to the variable introduced
for their cross-connect configuration tasks, and so on. here is
a very large number. Note that each disjunctive constraint is re-
placed by a new pair of inequalities involving the corresponding
additional variable. For example, the pair of constraints (7) is re-
placed by the pair of inequalities (11). Choosing to be very
large ensures that only one of the pair of inequalities (11) will
be active at a time, depending on the value of . For example, if

in (11), then (11) becomes

where is a large positive number, thus implying that the mes-
sage for connection corresponding to failure is processed
before the message for connection corresponding to failure

at node . Hence, Constraint Set 2’ is equivalent to Con-
straint Set 2.

While the formulation above considers signaling without
waiting for cross-connect confirmation at each node, it can be
easily modified for signaling methods that wait for cross-con-
nect confirmation before forwarding the set-path message to
the next node along the restoration path, as well as many other
variations.

It is also worth noting in the above formulation that it is pos-
sible to optimize the restoration time for each failure case in-
dependently of the others. Thus, the MILP can be broken down
into multiple smaller MILPs with reduced complexity. The op-
timal schedule can be obtained through these MILPs during
the restoration preplanning, and implemented in a distributed
fashion in the event of a failure. For example, each node may
store a node task schedule for each failure scenario, which con-
tains the time at which it should start each task that it needs to
process. When a node receives a restoration control message,
which may include the identity of the failure, it can activate the

corresponding task schedule. Note that this can be achieved at
the cost of increased signaling complexity and storage, since the
methods we consider already use preplanning for backup path
and wavelength selection, and distributed signaling for backup
path reconfiguration. However, solving the MILP takes a signifi-
cant amount of time, especially when the number of connections
and the network size are large. Furthermore, solving an MILP
to schedule the control messages may not be appropriate in a
dynamic traffic scenario.

APPENDIX II
MILP FORMULATION FOR OPTIMIZING RESTORABILITY

The MILP formulation of Appendix I can also be modified to
maximize restorability. Let and denote the completion
time and the deadline for connection when link fails. Define

as the tardiness. Let be a
penalty function taking the value 0 if the connection is restored
in time, and the value 1 otherwise. Let be the weight repre-
senting the loss of revenue by not meeting the deadline for con-
nection . The goal of the MILP is to minimize the total penalty
function

Minimize

subject to the following.
Constraint Set 1. Constraints regarding the sequence of the

tasks and the variable used for the objective function: these are
the same as in Appendix I except that (6) needs to be modified
as follows:

Constraint Set 2’. Disjunctive constraints to ensure that each
unit can process at most one task at any time, identical to the
previous constraint set 2’.

Constraint Set 3. Penalty function constraints. These sets
of constraints, together with the objective function force the
penalty function to be 1 whenever the connection is not
restored in time, and the value 0 otherwise. K is an arbitrary
large number that is guaranteed to be larger than .

For every

Note that the objective function must be changed as follows if
optimizing connection restorability is our goal:

Minimize
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